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Mr J. 2, Curry Be . Moe 
Chief of Folice . 7 cB, 

‘Sirs : a . 

7: | This investigator ¥ was in the 400 block of West Tenth Street, | Antorvening 

7 F. 8. I. Agent Bob Barrett and this investigator rode ina squad ear with: 

’ man eannot be recalled, 

  

' middle aisle is the man." 

-several officers were struggling with the Suspects n 

 Betective Bob Carroll said that he had the suspect's gun. “The suspoct was | 

ah 

“nothing.” . hs “ i OS 

‘This investigator then ordered the arresting officers to remve tho suspect n 

' Decanber 3s 1963 i : a 

  

Subjects - Arrest of Lee Harvey Oswald : 
~ 4 WE ‘ 

    

a witness to the shooting of Officer J.D. Tippit. a yp Eye 

  

    

   

   

  

    

     

  

Information was received over the police radio that a suspect was in the 
Texas Theater. a . poy Ja 

@ radio patrolzan to the rear of th Texas Theater. The nano of the > patrol j we 

Borrett and this investigator stopped at one rear “door and the patrolman 
proceeded to the next one. After entering this door, it was observed that 

the overhead lights were on ard the picture was still being projected on 

the screen. This investigator was on the stage at one side of the screens 

A male employee said, "The man in the fourth row from the bacle in the ; 

At this time, Officer HM. ue HeDonald approached the suspect and mace contact, 

and ho resisted. : ro 7 

This investigator then ran down three or four steps to the floor ond up the. 

aisle; asshe reached the row of seats where the arrest was in progress Lo 

overpowered and handcuffed. He said severel words; the words cannot be .~. * 
recalled with the ° exception of "Police Brutality" | and ni haven't done *! 

  

This investigator asked the suspect his name, but he did rot reply. 

  

to the City Hall with all possible speed and this was done.


